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“

e are familiar with the objections raised to a life characterized by serious physical limitations. It is thought
that sick or disabled persons cannot be happy, since
they cannot live the lifestyle held up by the culture of pleasure and
entertainment.” These challenging words were spoken by Pope Francis at a recent jubilee Mass celebrated in Rome for people who are
sick or live with disabilities. He went on to talk about the pastoral
role of the church to people with disabilities, “Think of a priest who
does not welcome everyone. What advice would the pope give him?
Close the doors of the church! Either everyone or no one.”1 Perhaps
more striking than the pope’s words, however, was the fact that
several altar servers with Down syndrome assisted him during the
Mass, and that the readings were done by people with disabilities—
including some who read from a Braille text.

KEY FINDINGS
•

96 percent of parishes have a wheelchair accessible entrance

•

43 percent of parishes have a list of resources to refer people
with disabilities for professional help

•

72 percent of parishes have people with disabilities who
volunteer for the parish

•

93 percent of parishes offer accommodations to allow those
with disabilities to participate in parish social events

•

63 percent of parishes adapt their current resources for
students with disabilities
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Cardinal Wuerl at the Archdiocese of Washington’s White Mass for people with
special needs (Courtesy of the Archdiocese of Washington)
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FIGURE 1. WHEELCHAIR ACCOMMODATIONS
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Physical Accommodations:
Space and Sensory Accommodations
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Accessible, ADA complaint, church and parish buildings
Handicapped parking spaces
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An elevator in our social halls and buildings
No stairs (or “ramps for stairs”)
Access to building and hearing aids
A hearing loop . . . a device that many people have taken
advantage of and have enjoyed the Mass much more.
Some individuals even attend Mass here because of the
Loop, being able to hear the readings, homily and songs.
Gluten free hosts
Designated seating
Place for walkers and wheel chairs in our worship space
Projecting lyrics and liturgical texts for visually impaired
Special classes for faith formation
Assistive listening devices in church and in the confessional

-

-

-

•

Compassion, for example a young man with severe autism
has occasional outbursts during Mass, but our community is
very supportive of his family and the family searched for a

•

A general attitude of acceptance on the part of the parishioners which allows those with disabilities to not be set apart
but actively incorporated into the life of the parish.
A small and caring community that personally welcomes and
accommodates anyone with a disability.
We offer Mass for families with children of special needs.
Opportunities for the Deaf to receive sacraments, religious
education, and Mass in ASL. We also utilize a Deaf priest
from the Archdiocese.
Accessibility to our building and general pastoral awareness
and sensitivity. We adapt as needs arise.

•
•
•

•

Training Session for Parish Staff and Volunteers (Courtesy of Ozinnovation)

-

Training and Resources for Making a Parish Inclusive
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FIGURE 2. WHICH ORGANIZATIONS SPONSOR THESE

CONFERENCES/TRAININGS?
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FIGURE 3. RESOURCES FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
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Guidelines for minimum expectations for accessibility
Lists of contacts and resources available within diocesan
boundaries
Catholic social teaching
Classes or workshops on inclusivity of people with disabilities
Education about the plight of people with disabilities
Continuing education for people working in a faith
environment with people with disabilities
Scholarships to attend conferences, online training,
and workshops
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Staff Members and Parish Ministers with Disabilities

Meghan Jones lectoring for the Papal Mass Canonizing Junipero Serra
(Courtesy of Jaclyn Lippelmann/Catholic Standard)
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FIGURE 4. PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES WHO WORK
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IN THE PARISH
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We involve persons with disabilities in areas where they feel
comfortable to serve
We provide personal help for those who need it as helping
them see, hear, or understand better
Modify duties and assignments as necessary
Because it is mental illness, task remain simple and
we provide housing on campus
Extra support from other volunteers
Provision with a driver, or whatever is necessary for
their participation

Making Sacraments and Parish Events Inclusive
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Priest and ASL Interpreter (Courtesy of the Catholic Diocese of Grand Rapids)

ACCOMMODATIONS FOR SACRAMENTS AND PARISH EVENTS

-
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Does the parish have ministers who travel to
bring the Eucharist to people who cannot come
to the parish for Mass?

98%

86%

Does the parish offer accommodations to allow
those with disabilities to participate in parish
social events?
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Does the parish offer accommodations to
parishioners with disabilities who participate in
faith formation for adults?
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Does the parish have a way to include those with
a gluten intolerance during Communion?
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Does the parish offer accommodations to allow those
with disabilities to participate in youth ministry?
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Does the parish assist parishioners who cannot get
to the parish on their own with transportation to Mass?
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We’d like to do better outreach to hearing and sight
impaired parishioners
Audio machines for better hearing
Braille programs for Mass. A braille lectionary for lectors
who are blind
Materials in multiple formats. A website that uses the
principles of universal design
Financial resources for a new sound system
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Catechetical and Educational Accommodation
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FIGURE 6. EDUCATIONAL ACCOMMODATIONS THE PARISH

USES FOR CHILDREN/YOUTH WITH DISABILITIES
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FIGURE 5. PARISH USE OF CATECHETICAL TEXTS/SERIES
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AREAS PASTORS SAY ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ARE NEEDED
•

Audio/Visual Resources

•

Renovations for People with Disabilities

•

Group support/training programs

•

Training at the Seminary level

-

About the Study

-

•
•

•
•
•

Financial help for renovations to buildings to accommodate
people with disabilities
Information on what we should be doing and how to
implement it. Also, how to invite and welcome people with
disabilities
Information regarding disability awareness and resources to
support us
More resources to train staff on how to assist people with
mental disabilities
More sensitivity training in working with people with
physical disabilities more resources to help children with a
variety of disabilities to attend our Parish School

-

EndnoteS
-
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